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marydc3@aol.com
Dyste, Rosie
Loss Public Meeting
Tuesday, July 29, 2014 8:20:58 AM

Rosie: I attended last night's LAPAC meeting and would like to express
my opinion on what was presented.
I truly loved the option and color of either the stamped concrete or pavers.
Keeping it at a minimum of white lines would be my choice. I was
impressed with how this looked when shown at the Post Office crossing. I
also thought the idea of having a grassy area at the flag pole was an
excellent idea, with parking in that area.
The meeting was very productive and well presented and I look forward to
seeing the results at the next meeting.
Thank You,   Mary Caldera
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Kathy Dantzer
Dyste, Rosie
Los Alamos
Friday, August 01, 2014 12:50:03 PM

Hi Rosie, I attended the meeting on 7/28 pertaining to Los Alamos crosswalks,
underpass, etc. I thought you guys had some great ideas. Sometimes I feel not
enough focus gets put on safety of our residence, seniors and kids when addressing
what we want in the town.
I live on the other side of the freeway on Price Ranch Rd near Lucas & Lewellan
vineyard. My main focus at these meeting is the under pass of the freeway trying to
make it safer. Also putting in a cross walk at Bell & the road going under the
overpass(not sure if that's 135/main) where there is a 4 way sort of intersection. My
kids will be starting high school in 2015 and the bus drops off at the Catholic
church, so when my kids or kids living in the trailer park have to walk home
they could very well be crossing Bell St right there then walking under the freeway to
get home. There are stop signs except Bell turning left to get on the freeway but no
crosswalks.   I would love to see a crosswalk there, something that stands out
that people will see when someone is crossing. Also there is the off ramp for the
south bound side of the freeway then it drops right onto the overpass road, could
there be a Yield sign there since people cross there or ride there bikes there...just so
they stop/slow down and look.
My main concern are my kids and others safety.
My opinion on what I would like to see in this town, I really liked the stamped
crosswalks or even the inlaid ones. I feel they would look great while keeping with
the town but something that maybe lights up to let cars/trucks know that someone is
crossing the road for the crosswalks. I also thought the picture of the narrowing
of Bell St with the bicycle lanes and the parking made it look great. But I would also
like to see the bike lanes done in the stamped or inland brick but I just along Bell. I
don't really feel we need off street parking on our side streets, but the idea by the flag
pole I thought was a great idea and the grass around the flag pole also.
Also to add to what was said in the meeting is that people do fly off that freeway and
my kids don't even want to ride their bike or walk to town since they have to use that
part of the road going into town. It's just a dangerous area.
I hope this helps, but again I thought you guys had some great ideas. I wish more
families with children would attend these meetings to express their concerns for their
children safety, just seems the 2 meetings I attended is mostly made up with the
older people in town.
Thank you
Kathy Dantzer

   

